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Tlie fiftieth graduating class approaches the Knowles Memorial Chafel for ceremonies bringing to a close four happy
years at Rollins

Volume XVII

Number 2

Directory of Rollins Clubs
Atlanta
President: O. S. BANDY, '29, Glen Arden Way, N.E.
Vice-President: HARRY E. HARMON, JR., '11, Trust Company
of Georgia Bldg., Walnut 403U.
Bosten
'34, president Board of Directors,, 14 Clifton Ave., Salem. Salem 3835.
RUTH MCWAIN, '35, 105 Abbott Road. Wellesley Hills. Wei 1690.
MARGARET CHAPMAN, '30, Hazelcroft Farm, Westboro. Hopkinton 98-4.
LOUISE HALL MOORE, '30, 15 Hawthorne Ave., Arlington Heights.
Arlington 0270-W.
DR. LELAND JINKS. 18 Weston Road. Wellesley. Welleslev
087 0-J.
RALSTON PICKERING,

Chicago
'29, chairman, 328 E. Grand Lake. W. Chicago.
W. Chicago 1101-N.
RUTH BLUNDEN, '38, 7321 S. Shore Drive, So. Shore 8801.
GWEN HEILMAN GRIFFIN, '32, 1709 Ridge Ave., Evanston.
Greenleaf 8290.
GEORGE HINES, '36. 1180 Pine St.. Winnetka.
PAUL THOREN, *17, 1250 N. Parkside Ave., Mansfield 7276.
JOHN E. TURNER, '38. 232 E. Walton Place, Superior 1111.
ROBERT SEDGWICK, '23. Chicago Hardware Foundry Co.. N. Chicago. N. Chicago 577.
GLADYS WILKINSON, '28. 1039 W. Hollywood. Long Beach 8087.
ROBERT BURHANS,

Cleveland
President: EDITH STEPHAN, '30, 2903 Weybridge Road, Shaker
Hts.
Vice-President: GEORGE GANSON, '35, 3696 Rawndale Rd.,
Shaker Hts.
Secretary-Treasurer: RAYMOND A. CLARK, '34. 1639 E. 115th St.
Connecticut
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
LESLIE TAYLOR, '27. chairman, 624 Fern
LEAH JEANNE BARTLETT, '36. G. Fox and

St.. West Hartford.
Co.
DORIS LANG, '33, 59 S. Highland St.. West Hartford
MRS. STEWART MORSE (Janet Gibney), '34, West Woodstock.
STERLING OLMSTED '36, 1379 Main St., East Hartford.
LEONARD D. SEAVF.R, '28, 66 Adelaide Ave., Waterbury.

Daytona Beach
President: RONALD STILLMAN, '31. 204 Bellevue Ave., 1292-J.
Vice-President: MRS. WILLIAM MOORE (Lucille Tolson), '32,
612 Braddock.
Secretary-Treasurer: MRS. MORRIS P. BRILEY (Helen Morrow).
'30, 220 Magnolia Ave.

Havana
President: F. ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ, '14. P. 0. Box 1166.
Vice-President: JULIO SOTO NAVARRO, '00, 19th St. 208.
Recording Secretary: AUGUSTA NELSON, '10, Placido 14, Matanzas.
Corresponding Secretary: EDUARDO ARIAS.
Treasurer: EDUARDO MORENO, '10, Apartado 7 10.

Miami
President:

Vice-President: MRS. HARRY TUTTLE (Stella Weston), '30, 1729
N.W. 51st Terrace, 3-1841.
Secretary:
4-17 94.

DOROTHY

F.

Treasurer:

FLORENCE MCKAY,

DAVIS,

Louisville
President: H. GORDON ROBINS, '31. c/o Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Co.. 1146 Starke Bldg.
Secretary: MARY BUTLER LONGEST, '34. 60 Eastover Ct.

'30, 2730 S.W. 10th Terrace.

'28. 542 S.W. 12th Ave.

New York
Card file of Alumni and Former Students is maintained at the
Algonquin Hotel, 59 W. 44th Street.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
NANCY CUSHMAN, chairman, '35. 117 E. 58th St., Circle 7-5590.
RICHARD ALTER, '37, 628 W. 114th St.
ROBERT BARBER. '34, 125 W. 12th St., Apt. 5-F. Wi 2-7300.
ROBERT BLACK, '35, 107 E. 37th St.
VIRGINIA JAEKEL CLOLGH, '36, 640 Riverside Dr.
NANCY GANTT, '36, 10 Park Ave. Lexington 2-9048.
KATHLEEN HARA HOWE, '33, 97 Perry St. Chelsea 2-0530.
GEORGE PORTE:R, '37. 160 E. 48th St.
ROBERT STEPHENS, '81, 555 E. 38th St.. Brooklyn. Ingersoll 2-4671.
MARIETTA STEUVE, '38, 212 Station Place, Mt. Vernon.

Palm Beach
President:

EUGENE BUZZELL,

Vice-President:

ELROY

Secretary-Treasurer:
Carmichael).

It.

MRS.

'28, Palm Beach Life, Palm Beach.

GOODELL,

'29, Lake Worth.

CHARLES

FULTON,

'32

(Imogene

Philadelphia
'26, chairman, 6100 McCallum St.. Germantown,
Germantown 3495.
DOKOTHY MANWARING,
'37. 601 Grove Ave., Jenkintown.
Ogontz 1095.
HELEN STEINMETZ, '04, 1308 DeKalb St.. Norristown. Norristown 612.
HELEN JACKSON, '36, 226 Park Ave., Swarthmore. Swarthmore
871.
PAUL P. FARIS '00, 1527 Spruce St.. Ten. 4274.
WILLIAM H. DENNEY, Rollins College.
SYDNEY MILLAR BAKER, '36, 217 Stoneway Lane. Merion
EVA THOMPSON,

Pittsburgh
Vice-President: MRS. GEORGE
'36. R.F.D. 1. Willock.
Secretary-Treasitrer:
JOHN
Sewickley.

PARKMAN
BULLOCK,

(Elizabeth Robertson)
'36. 875

Thorn

St..

St. Petersburg
President: MRS. BAYNARD MORRISON (Katherine Hicks). '29,
3028 First Avenue, N.. 04-475.
Vice-President: MRS. J. D. STONER (Marion Mulligan). '27,
1145 45th St.. N.. 50-920.
Secretary-Treasurer: EUGENIA TUTTLE, '27, 226 13th Ave., N.E.,
52-023.

Jacksonville
President: GEORGE W. GlBBS, '05, Gibbs Gas Engine Co. 5-5011.
Vice-President: MARILOUISE WILKERSON, '32, 430 Dellwood,
3-0983-J.
Secretary: WILLIE PEARL WILSON. '33. 1339 Laura St.
Treasurer: HARRISON M. REED, '94, Box 5058, So. Jacksonville.
3-1159-R.

'32, 1000 Lincoln Rd, Miami Beach.

LLOYD TOWLE,

Tampa
President: MRS. JOHN C.
Bayshore H-42243.
Secretary-Treasurer: MARY
ware, H-1775.

MILLS

(Elizabeth Davis), '34, 0409

ELIZABETH WHITE.

'36, 702 S. Dela-

Washington
President: MRS. A. CLINTON COOK (Lottie Turner), 4370 Lee
Highway. Arlington.
Oxford 1070.
B:722 Woodward
Bldg.. District 0727.
Secretary-Treasurer: CONSTANCE ETZ, '35. Bethesda, Md„ Wis
2305.

Friendship, Loyalty, Service

The Rollins Alumni
Record
Alumni Association Officers

Rollins year is ended. Eighty undergraduates
of yesterday are today members with you of that loyal
growp of 3,000 alumni, who cherish haf-py memories of
the old cam-pus that each year grows more beautiful.
With the close of the academic year comes the time for "Roll
Call" of all the classes for the alumni fund. Here is an opportunity to render a double service.
The Alumni Fund is exactly what its name implies. It is a
fund contributed by the alumni for the alumni. Every dollar
—and more—that is contributed to this Fund, is returned to
the alumni in the "Alumni Record" and other services. It is
your Fund and it is expended under your supervision. It is a
service to yourself.
In a larger and more unselfish sense every contributor to this
Fund serves tlie College in helping to keep alive the ties of
friendship among Rollins men and women.
So, now we are calling all classes! And the members of
all classes to "do their bit" toward making this year's Alumni
Fund total a symbol of their friendship and their loyalty.

ANOTHER

President

Rex Beach, '97

Vice-President
Thomas P. Johnson, '34
Treasurer
Frederic H. Ward, '21
Chairman, Alumni Council
A. J. Hanna,'17
Executive Secretary and Editor, The Rollins Alumni
Record
Katharine Lewis Lehman .. '27
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following is an editorial
from the Hobart Alumni
Quarterly in their May issue.
It seemed so timely, to so absolutely
''hit the nail on the head" in all
Alumni Fund activities that we are
taking the liberty of reprinting it in
our Record with our sincere thanks to
Mr. Clifton Orr, editor of the Quarterly.

THE

1939 ROLLINS ALUMNI FUND
Gifts to the Rollins Alumni Fund constitute a proper deduction under the U. S.
Income Tax Law.
The following is a list of contributors to the 1939 Rollins Alumni Fund since March 1.
For contributors previous to that date see the March issue of the Rollins Alumni Record.
Gay Nineties
Edna Giles Fuller
Hamilton Johnson
Minnie Moreman
Henry B. Mowbray
Gertrude Pelton Shutts
Paula Dommerich Siedenburg
Flora Walker
L. Gertrude Wilcox

1922
Madeleine Appleby

1900
Mar}' S. Guernsey

1925
Rebecca Caldwell

1902
Fannie Henkel Smith
1905
Mrs. Marion B. Ives
Ira Johnston
James B. Parramore
1907
Roberta Branch Beacham
Elizabeth Burleigh
Blanche Wilmot Fishbach
1910
Marguerite Doggett
Lois Sample Glenn
Frederick Vanderpool
1911
Frances Burleigh Fernald
1913
Emma J. Tallent
1918
Louise Smith Lettice
1921
Elizabeth D. Meriwether

1934

1923
Ephram Conway
Stanley Long (Hon.)

Thomas P. Johnson
Mary Butler Longest
Ralston Pickering
Robert Stufflebeam

1924
Nannie Harris Goette
Rutn Scudder

George Cornell

1928
Hazel Sawver
1929
William Bacon Evans
Hollis Ingram
Rosalie Slaughter Morton (Hon.)
1930
Harrison Cobb
Hugh McKean
Isabel Smith
Damaris Wilson
1931
Morris Butler Book
1932
Charlotte & Betty Rathbone
Phyrne Squier
Arthur Stafford
1933
Harvey Ford
Caroline Foster
William King
Mrs. Ogden Reid (Hon.)
Karl Sweet
Theodore Walton

1935

1936
Jane Beauchamp
Doris Leavitt
Paul S. Ney
Victoria G. Peirce
1937
Charles Allen, Jr.
Frances Hyer
Dorothy Manwaring
Perry Oldham
Grace Terry

"The story is told of a community picnic held in Scotland many years ago,
which illustrates very well the story and
theory behind the annual Alumni Fund.
"Jock, one of the lesser lights of the
community, was asked to bring his half pint
along with the rest so that it might be
added to the community barrel at the
picnic, and help bring the quantity of refreshments up to the point where there
would be enough for everyone.
"But Jock was a canny soul. 'If they all
are going to bring whiskey for the barrel', though Jock, 'it won't make any difference if I fill my bottle with tea and
dump it in with the rest. What I would
add to the barrel is too small to make
any difference'.
"And that was what Jock did.
"But later, when they all crowded around
the barrel and dipped their cups, all that
came out was tea.
"The whole community had figured just
as Jock did.

1938
Lyman Greaves
Betty Harbison
John Lonsdale
1940
Sarah Smith
Former Faculty
Victor Bennett
Mrs. Esther B. Ferguson
Miss Marcia Patterson

"And so it is with an Alumni Fund. No
individual gift is important in itself. It is
the grand total of individual contributions
which makes success possible.
"In another sense each individual gift is
extremely important. For if each individual
figures his gift is so small that it does not
matter, there may be no individual gifts at
all.
"If each Alumnus does his part the barrel will be filled to overflowing.
"SOMETHING FROM EVERYONE is
the goal!"
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Commencement
Week at Rollins opened officially
with the play, "The Torchbearers", with an all
senior cast, playing in the Annie Russell Theatre
on the evening of June 1 and 2.
On the morning of June 2, class day was held on the
shore of Lake Virginia, with George Fuller, Jr., Fairhope, Ala., as master of ceremonies. Mortimer H. Lichtenstein, Baldwin, N. Y., read the Senior's last will and
testament, and President Holt delivered an original
"pome" which he wrote especially for the occasion. Following this brief program, the traditional palm planting
ceremony took place on the shore of Lake Virginia and
was participated in by Dean W. S. Anderson, who described the significance of the program, John H. Makemson, representing the Class of 1939, and Matthew G.
Ely, Jr., representing the Class of 1940.
Rev. Ansley C. Moore, pastor of the Memorial Presbyterian Church of Clearwater, Florida, was the Baccalaureate speaker in the Knowles Memorial Chapel on
June 4. Members of the graduating class participating
in the Baccalaureate service were: Robert Lado, the Call
to worship; Harriet Begole, the Litany of Consecration;
Priscilla Smith, the Old Testament Lesson; and George
Fuller, the New Testament Lesson.
At 7:00 o'clock on the morning of Graduation Day,
the annual alumni-senior breakfast was served under the
Family Tree on the shore of Lake Virginia, with Fleet
Peeples, '23, the chef extraordinary, and Mrs. Katharine
Lehman, '27, the amiable hostess.
Commencement Exercises began at 10:00 o'clock Monday morning, June 5, with a colorful academic procession
forming in front of Carnegie Hall, passing along the
Walk of Fame, across the horseshoe, and into the Knowles
Memorial Chapel. At the head of the procession were
the Cross and Flag bearers, carrying for the first time
the flags that have flown over the State of Florida: the
United States flag, the Spanish, British, French, the flag
of the Confederacy, the State flag and the Rollins flag.
Then followed the choir, the seniors in their caps and
gowns of blue and gold, the faculty and staff, trustees
and honored guests.
Following Invocation by the Rev. William Henry Denney, Jr., the Rollins Chapel Song (music of which was
composed by President Holt), was sung by the Chapel
Choir. Dr. Henry Goddard Leach, editor of The Forum,
delivered the Commencement Address, "Are We Losing
Our Freedom?" He was followed by a solo rendered
by Aroxie Hagopian, a member of the Rollins Conservatory of Music staff.
COMMENCEMENT

Honors and Prizes
Honors and prizes, awarded annually at Commencement to seniors and undergraduates, were presented by
President Holt. The 0000 Honor Award, offered "to the
man in the graduating class who by his conduct and service has made the greatest contribution to the development of the spirit of leadership and cooperation in the
student body", was given to George E. Fuller, Jr., Fairhope, Ala.
A gold medal, awarded by John Tiedtke, of Toledo,
Ohio, to "a student studying art who has made outstanding achievement and progress", was given to June
Armstrong. Winter Park.
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Priscilla Smith, Boston, Mass., received the Jeanne
d'Arc Medaille for outstanding progress in the study of
French language, awarded at Rollins for the first time;
and Walter Royall, Yarmouth, Me., received the Howard
Fox Prize, bestowed annually by Dr. Howard Fox, of
New York, "for the best piece of literature produced by
a student at Rollins during the year".
Athletic keys for lifetime admission to all home athletic
contests at Rollins were presented to: Warren Hume,
Chicago, 111.; Carl F. Thompson, Miami; Jack Justice,
Wesley Dennis and Richard Gillespie, Asheville, N. C.;
Dick Turk, Toledo, O.; George Fuller, Fairhope, Ala.;
Ollie E. Daugherty, Wildwood; Harold Brady, Leesburg; Marion Mclnnis, Palmetto; Robert Hayes, Jr.,
Webster; Ted Reed, Jr., Lowell, Mass.; and Frank
Daunis. Auburn, Me.
Awards
The Rollins Decoration of Honor, bestowed upon alumni, trustees, members of the faculty and staff, and friends
of the College, "in recognition of the distinguished service
which has been a contribution to the progress of Rollins", were awarded to Dr. Hamilton Johnson, '93, Dean
of the School of Engineering, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge, La.; Mrs. Alton B. Whitman, '96, Orlando, Fla.; Dr. Arthur D. Enyart, Dean of Men, Rollins,
and Miss Cynthia Eastwood, Secretary to Dean \V. S.
Anderson, Rollins.
In awarding the Decoration of Honor, to Dr. Johnson,
President Holt said :
Hamilton Johnson, engineer, inventor, educator, Rollins is
proud of any student who leads his class. You have a record
in both college and life of which you and every institution
with which you have been connected can rejoice. You are
a living demonstration that high character supplemented by
steady, continuous and hard work always brings results.
As an engineer and as a teacher of engineers you are a man
of achievement and promise. Your Alma Mater therefore
considers it a privilege to bestow upon you the Rollins Decoration of Honor and to admit you to all its rights and
privileges.
Conferring the Decoration of Honor to Mrs. Whitman,
Dr. Holt stated:
Maud Neff Whitman, former student and trustee of Rollins College, civic leader, for the example you have ever set
to the women of Orange County, to the daughters of Rollins and the girls in Cathedral School, of what a good and
public spirited woman should do and be, and for your high
achievement in promoting the welfare of the community in
which you live, Rollins College confers upon you the Rollins Decoration of Honor and admits you to all its rights and
privileges.
Dr. Holt said, in presenting the Decoration of Honor to
Miss Eastwood :
Cynthia Williams Eastwood, if ever a person put themselves last in the advancement of a cause, you are that person. I suspect the light in your office burns longer and
more frequently at night than that of anyone on the campus. There are those who must be pushed and prodded
but it is almost necessary to pull you backwards, so unstintingly do you give yourself to the service of Rollins.
But a path sooner or later is worn to the door of him who
makes the perfect mousetrap, and a certain book says that
the last shall be first and he who loses himself, finds himself. Cynthia Eastwood, there is no member of the staff
who has served Rollins more faithfully, loyally, understanding^ and effectively than you. Rollins College can no
longer let you hide your light under a bushel. That is why
on behalf of the Trustees I bestow on you the Rollins Decoration of Honor this morning and admit you to all its rights
and privileges.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Arthur G. Ivey,
Journalist
a former editor of the Rollins Sands-pur,
Arthur G. Ivey, has achieved high rank in journalism and occupies a key position on the staff of one
of the largest and most influential newspapers of the
state, The Florida Times-Union, will be a source of unusual satisfaction to Rollins students, faculty and alumni.
In addition to his duties as state news editor, which he
has held since the early part of this calendar year, Ivey
was recently appointed paragrapher for the editorial page
in which capacity he writes daily a column of brief editorials entitled "Short Talks," occasional longer editorials, reprint matter from the Florida press, and a Sunday column headed "With Florida Poets." His paragraphs and editorials have been widely quoted, with considerable favorable comment.
A native of Orange County Ivey was a member of the
Class of 1918 at Rollins. He was graduated from the
Orlando High School in 1915 and immediately started
full-time employment with The Orlando Morning Sentinel, with which he had previously worked part-time.
Continuing this employment, for some time as night city
editor, he attended Rollins College for a part of the 191516 and 1916-17 sessions, serving as a member of the staff
which changed The Rollins Sands-pur from an intermittent publication to a regular weekly college paper — the
board of editors-in-chief comprising Geraldine Clark
(Mrs. Elmer Harris), Alfred J. Hanna, and Ivey.
Besides "brief interludes" with a number of weekly
and semi-weekly papers, in editorial, advertising and
managerial posts, Ivey's principal newspaper work has
been confined to newsroom and editorial assignments —

THAT

GEORGE FULLER
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including, since the World War, three years with The
Tampa Tribune, which he served as assistant city editor
and city editor; two years with The Tampa Daily Times,
and latterly with The Times-Union.
Ivey was united in marriage with Miss Thelma Grace
DeWitt of Orlando, July 10, 1918 and they have one son,
Robert DeWitt, now 15 years old — whose outstanding
interest in ornithology and herpetology have for years
centered much of the attention of the entire family. "Father and son" plan some field work in the Carolina
mountains this Summer, while they, with Mrs. Ivey, spend
a vacation at Lake Junaluska.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivey are both active in the work of the
Riverside Park Methodist Church, Jacksonville (he serving as counselor of the Intermediate Department of the
Church School, and she as teacher of a class of young
women). Mrs. Ivey has for some years also been active
in Parent-Teacher Association work, and was recently
re-elected president of the Robert E. Lee High School
Parent-Teacher Association. Mrs. Ivey is chairman for
alcohol and narcotic education in the Florida Congress
of Parents and Teachers and was recently made chairman
of the Duval County Co-Operative Committee for Alcohol
and Narcotic Education. She has likewise taken an active part in State-wide work along this line, in co-operation with representatives of other agencies, and individuals.
For many years Ivey has been a voluminous contributor to national trade papers, serving varied industries and
professions and he has done considerable free-lance newspaper work.
Ivey's interest in journalism is traceable—he states—to
an exact moment, in his late high school days, when he
(shall we say "accidentally") turned to the right, from
Pine Street, Orlando, entering what was then known as
"The Magruder Arcade." Walking for less than a halfblock alongside the late Josiah Ferris, the publisher of
The Sentinel, Ivey verbally "signed up" to write high
school "notes" for the newspaper—and he's been "writing
pieces for the paper" ever since. He is a Methodist, Mason, member of several other fraternities, and was a charter member of the U. S. S. Tampa Post, American Legion.

VIRGINIA BIDDLE

DANTE CETRULO
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Gifts . . .
By A. J. HANNA, '17
Chairman, Alumni Council

STRONG HALL
by E. T. BROWN, Treasurer, Rollins College
"Seven Lean Years" so far as large contributions for buildings are concerned came to an end
on April 1, 1939, when ground was broken for
Strong Hall, a new dormitory for women. A connecting
loggia between this and Lucy Cross Hall will complete
the unit along Holt Avenue.
Strong Hall, of Mediterranean style of architecture,
will contain a large living room, library and lounging
room, matron's room and office, guest suite, kitchenette
facilities, and provide attractive home-like accommodations for 24 students. An outdoor dance pavilion will be
laid in the center of the patio.
Rollins is indebted to Mrs. Henry Alvah Strong, of
Washington, D. C, for this magnificent addition to the
campus. In breaking ground for this new building on
April 1st, Mrs. Strong used a historic silver trowel which
was presented to her at the time she laid the corner
stone for the Young Women's Christian Association of
Rochester, New York, on June 18, 1912. This building
was given to the Young Women's Christian Association
of Rochester by Mrs. Strong's husband.
Since that time the trowel has been used in laying the
corner stone of numerous other buildings which Mrs.
Strong has given to various other colleges, universities
and philanthropic organizations.
A gracious donor to the Rollins Scholarship Fund for
many years, Mrs. Strong has assisted many Rollins
students in acquiring an education. Through the Hattie M. Strong Foundation which she established and
which is managed by her only son, Mr. L. Corrin Strong,
she has made it possible for hundreds of students to continue their educational work in many colleges and universities throughout the United States as well as abroad.
For her distinguished service as a philanthropist, she
has received the highest acclaim not only from institutions
of higher learning in America, but from the French
Government who bestowed upon her the Cross of the
Legion of Honor for her generous contributions for the
benefit of the face-wounded war veterans of France.
The building was designed by Mr. Richard F. Kiehnel, architect for the College, and is being constructed
by Mr. Harry C. Cone, of Winter Park. Construction is
already in progress and the building will be open for
occupancy in September.
THE

BAKER MUSEUM
Early in May the City of Winter Park gave to Rollins
the clubhouse of the former Aloma Country Club to be
used as a home for the Thomas R. Baker Museum.
The museum was started when Dr. Baker first came
to Rollins under Dr. Hooker's administration, for he
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immediately began to collect various specimens which
would be of assistance to his students. Others became
interested and the collection grew, but this start was
completely wiped out by the burning of Knowles Hall in
1908. However, Dr. Baker's great interest continued
and he started anew. After his retirement from active
teaching he continued his work in the Museum in the
new Knowles Hall until his death in 1930.
During the past few years the growth of the museum
has far exceeded the available room space in Knowles and
its new location will provide an adequate home for this
department of Rollins.
The large reception hall in the building, with its excellent possibilities for lighting, will be used for public
exhibits. Adjoining this are the former locker rooms
which will afford space for reference collections. The
South porch will be equipped for the use of visiting
scientists who wish to continue their work while in this
vicinity. Other rooms are suitable for an office, reading
room and rooms for classes or lectures to small public
audiences.
In undertaking the development of such a museum,
Rollins is pioneering in this part of Florida, for there is
no museum of natural history which is actively cared for
and developed in the southern half of the State.
Since this is to be distinctly a Florida museum, exhibiting and specializing in Florida animal and plant life,
as well as Indian culture and fossils, it is planned to
increase the membership of the museum committee to
make it representative of the whole State.

SUMMER REUNION
annual Summer Rollins Reunion will really
take the form of a birthday party since this year
the 19th of August which is the big day in the
Rollins calendar, falls on a Saturday.
So on that day scores of Rollins alumni, faculty,
friends, trustees, undergraduates and parents will come
to Woodstock, Connecticut (five miles from Putnam in
the northeast corner of the State) to do honor to Prexv
on his 66th birthday.
Registration will take place as usual at Dr. Holt's
home on Sunset Hill. You will have an opportunity to
see his very interesting home entirely furnished with
authentic New England antiques, to wander about in the
old Grange Hall, which is now the summer headquarters
of the Rollins office, to visit with friends.
At 12 o'clock there will be a meeting of the Alumni
Council at the Boathouse at Roseland Lake to which not
only members of the Council, but all alumni attending
the Reunion are cordially invited to attend.
A picnic luncheon (each person brings his own picnic
basket) will be spread down on the lakeshore, followed
by a very short program.
This custom of getting the Rollins family together
during the summer vacation increases in popularity each
summer and more and more alumni, friends and undergraduates plan their summer vacations to take in this
event. It is a wonderful opportunity to get-together and
swap stories about what each is doing during the vacation period and for alumni to renew their college friendships.
President Holt, Fred Hanna, chairman of the Alumni
Council, and Katharine Lewis Lehman, alumni secretary
urge you all to mark this date on your calendars now
and assure you of a very hearty welcome in Woodstock,
Aug. 19.
THE
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President
Holt's
Message
the last issue of the Record, in response to a very
urgent request from Katharine Lewis Lehman, I advised all Rollins alumni who had the price to visit the
wonderful ruin in Yucatan. I warned them, however,
that I should probably have to return to the sterner
realities in my next message and revert, as the alumni
may have noticed I have done on previous occasions, to
the necessity of all Rollins Alumni "unrolling their roll
for Rollins".
May I say therefore, that it isn't so much the amount
you give as it is the decision to put Rollins in your annual budget. Our alumni do not seem to be as "donor
conscious" as the alumni of many other institutions, tho
I doubt if there is any Alma Mater who enjoys more the
love, affection and loyalty of her sons and daughters than
does Rollins.
We have only one-fifth to one-tenth the endowment
that northern colleges have with whom we are now competing. The only way we can hold our own with them is
thru the receipts from tuition of the students and the
generosity of alumni and friends. A steady, continuous
contribution will be the greatest help for all of us in
keeping the Rollins nose above water.
You have all received the letter sent out by Betty
Myers (Sullivan Saint) who is giving a great deal of
time this year as chairman of the 1939 Rollins Alumni
Fund. Betty and Katharine tell me that so far a total
of 90 out of 3,015 have given since January 1, or only
3%. If you are not one of the ninety who have already
given, I hope you will surely answer the appeal of Betty
Myer's so you may help Rollins out during the lean
summer months when there is no income.
A word to the wise is unnecessary.
IN

COLLEGE CALENDAR
1939
August 19—Annual Rollins Summer Reunion,
Woodstock, Conn. Prexy's birthday party.
All alumni, faculty, undergraduates, trustees and friends of Rollins are cordially invited to join together on Sunset Hill to do
honor to our Prexy on the occasion of his
66th birthday. A picnic lunch (everyone
brings his own) will be spread down at Roseland Lake at 1 o'clock. A short program
will follow.
September 26—Meeting of Faculty
September 26—October 1—Orientation Week.
September 30—Annual Alumni - Freshman Tea
Dance. President's House.
October 2—Classes begin.
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News of
Rollins Writers
by MARV L. BRANHAM, '11
A VERY comprehensive article in pamphlet form reprinted from The South Atlantic Quarterly, April,
1939, by Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, of the Rollins
faculty entitled "Constance Fenimoore Woolson and the
South", has been published. In this article Dr. Pattee
tells of Miss Woolson's appreciation and love of Florida,
of her right to the title, "The Dean of Florida Writers"
which has been placed over her shrine at Rollins, and also
of her rank as a literary artist, saying she "might be
termed a feminine Henry James."
On the popular magazine front, word has just been
received of the activities of Maud "Marguerite" Enlow
Barze (Mrs. Roland I).), whose researches into the psychology of Friendship appear nearly every month in one
or more of the popular magazines. The April American
published her personality questionnaire called "How
Friendly Are You", and the June Country Gentleman
will have one of her personality articles. Among the
other magazines publishing her works are College Humor
(May), Your Personality (May), Your Life (several
times), and The Woman. She will also appear shortly in
the Coimtry Home Magazine.
If you are in the mood for adventure and romance in
your literature with a big kick, go to the newsstands and
pick out one of the bright-cover magazines publishing
Henry Brockmeyer's ('32) stories. Action stories with
plenty of movement and hair-raising situations are Henry's offer, and several of the largest Street & Smith publications have contributed to his growing fame and finances,
including Star Detective Magazine (July, 1938), Detective Short Stories (July 1938), Sky Devils (Sept. 1938),
Complete Detective (Feb. 1939) and Air Trails (July
1939.)
Appreciative reviews continue to appear of Professor
A. J. Hanna's Flight Into Oblivion (Johnson Publishing
Co., Richmond, Va., $2.75). From the London Times
Literary Supplement, March 18, 1939 is the following
quotation, "The trail pursued by Professor Hanna . . . has
led him to a treasure house of adventure. There he has
found a new store house of Southern romance, a great
achievement when the field has been so thoroughly prospected by historians, novelists, dramatists, and filmscenarists."
The adventurous life of a metropolitan cub reporter
is described in reverse English by Bob Levitt, '30, in his
article "I Write, If You Please" appearing in the December Esquire. Read it for laughs and for a consoling sidelight on "that career I might have had if I hadn't met
Johnny".
Mrs. Robert S. Pollard (Nonie Emery), has recently
had short stories accepted and published, one in the
National Historic Magazine, and two by the David C.
Cook Publishing Co. of Chicago, and two children's
stories, one by St. Nicholas and one by the magazine
section of the Sunday Herald Tribune.
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Under The
Chapel Tower
By CLARA ADOLFS, '30
WEDDINGS
June 5, 1939—Henry S. Lauterbach and Wilma Claire
Heath.
Witnesses:
Ina Mae Heath and Robert
Hayes. By Dean Arthur D. Enyart, with President Holt assisting.
June 10, 1939—Oliver Enzoe Daugherty and June Mutispaugh.
Witnesses:
Wanita Mutispaugh and
Charles Daugherty. By Dean Arthur D. Enyart.

BAPTISMS
May 26, 1939—Richard Perkins Belden and Robert
Milton Belden, sons of Mr .and Mrs. Leo V. Belden.

Commencement—Continued from page 2
Awarding the Decoration of Honor to Dean Enyart,
President Holt stated:
Arthur D. Enyart, preacher, teacher, financial expert,
Rollins' number one football fan, and above all, true friend
of every son and daughter of Rollins, no one has served
Rollins during your long sojourn here more faithfully or
loyally than you. Your wise head and warm heart ever
know when to be firm and when to forgive. You exemplify
in your life all that is best in the high profession to which
you have devoted your life. You are a demonstration of
what a real guide, philosopher and friend of both faculty
and students should be. For these reasons I have the honor
on behalf of the Trustees of Rollins College to bestow upon
you the Rollins Decoration of Honor and admit you to all
its rights and privileges.
Recipients of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions, bestowed at Commencement each year on behalf of
the New York Southern Society to two seniors who possess
"such characteristics of heart, mind and conduct as evince
a spirit of love for helpfulness toward other men and
women", were awarded to Dante Cetrulo, Newark, N. J.,
and Virginia Biddle, Winter Park. In making the presentation. President Holt said to each:
Dante Alfred Cetrulo, when you came to Rollins College
four years ago, you at once entered into the life of the campus with purpose and enthusiasm. In an ever increasing degree you have demonstrated that the things which make life
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rich and full must everywhere be held more significant than
the things that make for mere material gain. With courage
and initiative you have ever stood for the right as you have
seen it. You have sought opportunity rather than waited
for opportunity to knock at your door. You have taken
your college course seriously, but light-heartedly. From a
simple beginning you have gone far and achieved much.
Not because of these qualities alone, but because of a spirit
of love expressed in helpfulness to others, and because of
your willingness to do the unnoticed and frequently distasteful things, you have been chosen from among your fellow
classmen to receive the honor of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award. Not that it marks completion of work well
done, but rather the commencement of a life dedicated to
the pursuit of the ideal of which the Award is a symbol.
I, therefore, take pleasure in bestowing upon you the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion with the hope that it may
prove an inspiration and satisfaction to you all the days
of your life.
Virginia Mildred Biddle, one sometimes comes upon a pool
of water in a forest, where in a moment one experiences sparkle, stillness and mirrored depth. One occasionally comes
upon this rare blend of qualities in a human personality.
In a quiet yet deep and vital way you have been a source
of strength and inspiration to your friends among both
students and faculty at Rollins. And by "friends" we mean
no narrow chosen group. Your warm friendliness springs
from a love of life itself, of the source of all life.
It reaches out in never-failing helpfulness, not only within the tangible area of personal relations, but with sympathetic imagination to the needs of all humanity.
You possess what is sorely needed in a world torn by
economic injustice, militant nationalism, and racial inequality: a sense that life is a unity. By dealing practically
and creatively with the aspects and parts of life as they come
to you hourly, daily, you help to shape a new whole.
Those who know you and who have chosen you for this
award feel that you represent the paradox of finding your
life through losing it—which is the way after all, of the coming of the "Kingdom of God", which the Master says is
within us all.
Thus, for the example you have set on this campus of
what wholesome young womanhood should do and be, Rollins College takes pleasure in bestowing upon you the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion, with the hope that it may
prove a satisfaction and inspiration to you throughout ail
the years of your life.
Frances Dickinson Pinder, '97, is the author of a story,
"Flood Tide on Combers" in the Southern Literary Messenger for February. This story won the first award of
the Richmond Academy of Fine Arts, judged by Ellen
Glasgow and Gilbert Seldes, Editor Saturday Review of
Literature, and the first prize as "the best short story"
in a contest sponsored by the Irene Leache Memorial in
Norfolk, Va.

CLASS NOTES
Faculty Notes
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Shiver visited the
campus late in March. Dr. Shiver was a
former professor of Chemistry at Rollins
and Mrs. Shiver was secretary to the
President. They are now at Converse
College where he is professor of Chemistry.
Friends of Herman, Freda, Elsie and Ernest Siewert will regret to hear of the death
of their Mother at her home in Winter
Park on March 28.
The Eldridge Hart prize of $25.00 for the
best essay on any topic pertaining to current social, economic or political problems
relating to state or federal government was
again offered to Upper Division students.
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm MacLaren of
Princeton spent the Spring Vacation in
Winter Park as guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Kinsler. Dr. MacLaren who

served as Professor of Classics at Rollins,
holds the same chair at Princeton Univ.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Baldwin (Christine Hayward) returned home in West
Hartford, Conn., the last week in April
after spending two months in Orlando.
They have bought an attractive home site
in Lancaster Park, and plan to build a
winter home there in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin will be a welcome
addition to local musical circles.
Mrs.
Baldwin was formerly director of Rollins
Musical Conservatory, and Mr. Baldwin,
who is a composer of note, directed the Metropolitan Men's Chorus of New York City
for eleven years, and has been Supervisor
of Public School Music in Hartford, Conn.,
for thirty years. Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin
will spend the next five months at their
summer home in Canaan, New Hampshire.

Gay Nineties
Secretary:
Henry B. Mowbray, 442
Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Jacob Gazan, of Savannah, Ga., visited
the campus late in March. Mr. Gazan
made a hurried trip down between law
cases in Savannah. He and a few Rollins friends had luncheon in the Commons and he spent some time becoming
better acquainted with Rollins.
Mrs. Belle Dimick Whitman, of Palm
Beach, spent a day on the campus in
April escorted by the Gay Nineties Secretary. They had luncheon in the Commons and visited many college friends.
Florence Hudson (Mrs. Richard) has presented to the Rollins Library five bound
volumes of the Century magazine. The
five volumes comprise 2% years from
1884 to Nov., 1886, and constitute a valuable addition to the library.
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Dr. W. Hamilton Johnson drove over
from Baton Rouge, La., where he is
head of the Engineering Department of
Louisiana State University, to spend the
Easter vacation with his aunt in Maitland. While here he spent some time
on the campus.
George Griffiths spent a few days in Orlando and Winter Park late in March,
his first visit in 51 years. He was one of
the charter students, having attended Rollins in 1885 and he also has the distinction of being a member of the first Rollins ball club to play off the campus
when the Club played the Orlando school
boys. Mr. Griffiths was very much impressed by the Rollins of today and spent
some happy hours becoming re-acquainted.
He lives in Fall River, Mass., and was
accompanied to Florida bv his sister, Miss
Griffiths.
Class of 1909
Thirty-fifth Reunion in 1944. Secretary:
Marguerite Doggett, Kew Arlington, Keiv
Gardens, Long Island, N. Y.
George W. Hardaway represented Rollins at the inauguration of Hugh Meglone
Milton, II, as president of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts at Las Cruces on May 23. Mr. Hardaway lives in El Paso, Texas.
Word has been received of the sudden
death on March 16 of Dr. Andrew W.
Sledd, (Hon.), of Atlanta, Ga. Dr. Sledd
was at one time president of the University
of Florida and at the time of his death
was Professor of New Testament Greek
in the Candler School at Theology, Emory
University.
Class of 1916
Twenty-fifth Reunion in 1941. Secretary: Harriett E. Dyer, 435 Northern
Parkway, Ridgewood, N. J.
Caryl E. Twitchell met with a serious
accident early in May. While riding he
was thrown from his horse and received
a fractured skull. He was taken to a
hospital in Rochester where an operation
to remove a blood clot from his brain was
performed. The latest reports were that
he was doing nicely and his many friends
are wishing for him a speedy and complete
recovery.
(Ed. Note. Harriet Dyer has taken a
small house in Ridgewood and is hoping
to make this her home.)
Class of 1917
Twenty-fifth Reunion in 1942. Secretary: Randolph Lake, Forrest Lake,
Minn.
Maude Enlow Barze won honorable mention in the Ponce de Leon poetry contest
for her poem "Simile."
Fred Hanna gave the address at the annual meeting of the Florida Chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa held at the University of Florida in May.
Class of 1918
Twenty-fourth Reunion in 1942. Secretary: Anne Stone, Winter Park, Florida.
Sadie Pellerin is with the Industrial Commission in Tallahassee. Her address is 524
West College Street.
Class of 1919
Twenty-third Reunion in 1942. Secretary: Dr. Florence M. Stone, 245 Lenox
Rd., Apt. 5G, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs. Robert S. Pollard (Elinor Emory)
recently sold her third story to the St.
Nicholas magazine, bringing her total writings to twelve acceptances. Mrs. Pollard's
latest story appears in the April number
of St. Nicholas and is entitled "A Bag of
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Flour." The setting is Philadelphia and the
heroine is a loyal American woman, who
by notifying Washington of a secret plot
to attack him, saves the "Saviour of our
country."
The many Rollins friends of Margaret Rogers will be interested to
know that on June 5 she was graduated from Rollins with the A. B.
degree. Margaret attended Rollins
back in 1915-16 leaving in the
Spring to accept a teaching position
in the Latin American Institute in
West Tampa under the American
Missionary Association, where she
taught until 1920. After spending
a year at home Margaret went to
Japan where she taught in the Doremus School in Yokohama. This
school was one of the first two
schools organized in Japan for the
education of girls and was organized
under the Woman's Union Missionary Society. Margaret taught here
for ten years with an interruption
of four years when she was in the
United States. In 1935 she returned
to Rollins and began work toward
the completion of her degree. She
hopes to continue her study in the
Fall beginning past graduate work
at an Eastern University.
Margaret delightfully entertained
a former group of Rollins friends at
a Japanese tea at the home of Miss
Leonard on the 16th of May. Those
enjoying the occasion were Polly
Nichols Hotard, Vanetta Hall Musselwhite, Trellis Wessler Windhom,
Rose Powers Spurr, Anne Stone and
Mrs. Joel Phillips.
Class of 1921
Twentieth Reunion in 1941. Secretary:
Norma McFadden Wells, 3417 W. 5th St.,
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Bill Sherman motored to Florida during
the winter with his mother and father.
They spent most of their time in Coconut
Grove with Cathleen, but spent a few days
in Orlando, when Bill visited the campus
and saw some of his old friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Philips are
building a new home in Gainesville, Fla.
Class of 1923
Eighteenth Reunion in 1941. Secretary:
R. W. Greene, Winter Park, Fla.
Francis Bridges, Jr., who has become
one of the leading journalists of Florida,
recently contributed a unique and informing feature article to the Florida TimesUnion of the life, work and Florida connection of Frederick Delius, English composer. We have also received word that
Francis was elected President of the Florida Capitol Press Club on April 2 at the
opening of the State Legislature. He has
previously served the Club as Secretary.
Ephriam Conway and his wife attended
the meeting of the Florida Education Assn.
held in Tampa in March and were present
at the Rollins luncheon. Eph is minister
at the Methodist Church in Moore Haven
and his wife is a teacher in the Public
School.
Class of 1924
Sixteenth Reunion in 1940. Secretary:
Curtis T. Atkisson, 12 Fairview Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Eleanora Mendel Kruger received a B.S.
in Education from the University of Miami
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in February, 1939. Mrs. Kruger teaches
in the Miami schools.
Dr. Walter (Happy) Johnston and Edna
stopped by the campus for a short visit
late in May. Happy and Edna had been
visiting Edna's family in Palm Beach
and just stopped over to say hello. They
have just recently adopted a baby, 8
months old, and were proudly showing off.
Eva Missildine Thayer and her husband
and son spent a short vacation in Winter
Park with Eva's uncle during the winter.
Eva greatly enjoyed getting back on the
campus and looking up some of her
friends.
Lawrence Wright and his wife (Celia
Gary) spent the month of May in Winter
Park. Larry suffered a breakdown and
they came down for a good rest.
Brother Bob Wright and his family are
now living in Cleveland where Bob is in
business with his father.
Dolly Darrow keeps very busy with her
work in the Library at Fort Lauderdale
and fills in her spare moments ( !) giving
book reviews before various learned societies, P.-T. A.'s, etc.
Class of 1926
Catherine Young Gore (Mrs. Warren),
Oviedo, Fla. Fourteenth Reunion in 1940.
John Scott writes that he is "a bachellor in a very nice little country home" and
that he is doing landscaping. Since receiving his Master's degree in Biology he
has been on the staff of Duke University.
He writes that Rollins seems quite strange
to him—shame on you John, you should
come back more often.
Virginia Nagel Corbin (Mrs. Phillip S.)
and her three children, Jane almost 7;
Phillip, Jr., almost 3, and Mary Beth just
1, visited her parents in Melbourne late in
March. Virginia and her family live in
Warren, Ohio.
Mary Buhner York decided to climb a
mountain in North Georgia, but met with
disaster. Mary fell, breaking a leg. Marysays they put her in a truck, then in an
ambulance, and drove 150 miles to Atlanta where she finally got the leg set.
She reports, however, that after four
months she is able to walk fairly well.
Marjorie Ufford Williams and her astronomer husband will be abroad all this summer (hope there is no war!). Robley, the
husband, is doing some special astronomical
work in Utrech, Berlin, Paris and London,
but they plan to spend most of the time
in southern France and to take a two weeks
motor trip around England. Marjorie says
she is taking a course in French so she
can at least read the signs! She also says
she is taking swimming lessons—we don't
know whether she is afraid the ship will
sink or not! Marjorie is planning to take
copious notes on the way the French prepare food too, so be prepared if you should
be lucky enough to visit her next year.
Bon voyage, Marjorie, and may your trip
be all you anticipate. Be sure to write
us all about it when you return in the
Fall.
Dr. Frank Herrington apparently is a
very, very busy man. Frank received his
M.D. from New York University in 1931
and until just recently has been in private
practice. He is now Attending Pediatric
Physician at the Elizabeth A. Horton Memorial Hospital, Middletown, N. Y., Chief
of Staff at the Hospital and Clinical Assistant Pediatrician at the Post Graduate
School in New York City. He has three
children, Frank, Peter and Heather Ann.
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C. Ellwood Kalbach is executive VicePresident of Pettit, Bryan & Kalbach, Inc.,
of Jersey City, N. J., an investment firm
and he reports that in spite of times "and
everything" he enjoys the work.
Bill Hickey, of Orlando, was elected president of the Junior Chamber of Commerce,
at their annual meeting April 19.
Robert B. Chandler with his wife and
oldest son are going to Scotland in June.
The boy will stay with his maternal grandparents for a short time while Bob and
Mrs. Chandler take a plane trip through
Europe as far as Istanbul. They will visit
practically all the major cities of Europe.
Bob and his family are still located in
Central Aguirre, P. R.
Last summer Beryl Bowman had a wonderful trip through the Canadian Rockies
and California. She left Chicago on July
16, crossing the International Boundary
Line at Portal and on to Banff. Beryl
says "seeing Banff and Lake Louise were
worth the whole cost of the trip." From
Lake Louise by bus through Yoho Valley,
Kicking Horse Canyon, Emerald Lake, by
train to Vancouver, down to Seattle, Mt.
Hood and Mt. Rainer. In Portland they
drove out the lovely Columbia River highway, then to San Francisco with visits to
Chinatown and Muir Woods. Then to
Los Angeles where she saw Rhoda McCall
Watts, had luncheon one day at Universal
Studios and saw Diana Durbin, Joel McCrea and several others.
Homeward
bound stops were made at El Paso, Juarez,
Mexico, and on home through Kansas City.
Where away this summer, Beryl?
Pud Phelps Williams, with her family, expect to spend a good part of the summer enjoying the seashore at Fort Lauderdale.
Mr. Williams teaches in Youngstown, so
summer is the only time they can get to
Florida.
Class of 1927
Thirteenth Reunion in 1940. Secretary:
Jeannette Dickson Colado {Mrs. Gavinn),
Winter Park, Fla.
Ruth Bryan Rohde and her husband have
recently purchased a summer home at
Alderson, W. Va. Mrs. Rohde writes that
it is near White Sulphur Springs and that
they are enjoying getting it furnished and
look forward with great pleasure to the
summer. She has just recently returned
to government service "as a dollar-a-year
woman" in the new federal Travel Service.
The Travel Service is not a tourist agency,
"it won't sell you tickets, conduct a 'where
to go' service, or maintain a question and
answer bureau." It will publish fancy
booklets, distribute motion pictures, conduct broadcasts to arouse new interest in
the marvels of the republic. Mrs. Rohde
will represent the United States at the
first inter-American conference on travel
in San Francisco.
Class of 1928
Sixteenth Reunion in 1944. Secretary:
Gertrude Ward Barnum (Mrs. H. W.),
Winter Park, Fla.
C. Maxwell Green and his wife spent a
few weeks in Winter Park during May
visiting Max's family. Max and Bertha
Carpenter were married last September 8,
but this is the first vacation he has been
able to get. Mrs. Green is a native of
Winfield, La. Max is First Lieutenant in
the Naval Reserve and is in charge of a
Company of 200 men at Camp Dodson,
La.
Isabel Green, who is teaching English
at the Friends School in Wilmington, Del.,
is planning to attend Summer School at
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Columbia University. She will visit her family in Winter Park after the close of school
in August and will return to Wilmington
in September.
(Ed. Note. Your secretary accompanied
Mr. Barnum to Chicago on a business trip
late in March at which time she visited her
sister in the Windy City.)
Class of 1929
Fifteenth Reunion in 1944. Secretary:
Nancy Brown, 645 Putnam Ave., Orlando,
Florida.
Dr. Hollis C. Ingram attended the convention of the American Medical Association held in St. Louis, Mo., early in May.
Just before Christmas Hollis and Mrs.
Ingram adopted a boy and a girl. Their
home is in Orlando.
Dr. Rosalie Slaughter .Morton (Hon.)
received the honorary degree of Doctor
of Science from Rutgers' University at the
commencement exercises on June 3.
President Holt has received a long and
intensely interesting letter from Ling Nyi
Vee Wang. She tells of her experiences
in fleeing with her family from their home,
and of the horror of the past two years
when she and her husband returned to
China. Ling Nyi has three children, the
baby having been born this past October.
She and her family are now in Yunnan,
a remote corner of the country where even
now they are not safe from air raids by
the Japanese. In the midst of all the terror and suffering she has been through
and seen during these terrible years, Ling
Nyi says her happy stay at Rollins seems
like a wonderful dream.
Lucille Langston's marriage to Mr. G.
Robert White last August 13 was announced by her parents in the Orlando paper on
May 21. Lucille and her husband are
now living in Logan, W. Va. Lucille has
been teaching school in the public schools
of Orlando. Best wishes, Lucille.
"Spick" (James) Arroyo writes that for
the past four years he has been with the
Department of Welfare as a social worker.
His address is 1665 Andrews Ave., Bronx,
N. Y.
Mrs. William Ronald (Agnes Kendrick
Gray) was recently awarded the Savannah
Prize of the Poetry Society of Georgia for
her poem "Squire Love's Snake Fence."
The Savannah Prize is offered for the best
poem of the Southern Low Country. Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald live in Daytona Beach.
Class of 1930
Tenth Reunion in 1940. Secretary: Clara
Adolfs, Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.
It being too hot to figure will let you calculate the percentage of replies to the
class letter of April 28th—four out of a
hundred!
Mazzie Wilson won first place by replying even though there is no special news
about herself; however she did give items
about others which is the next best thing.
Dot Davis wrote that she is as busy as
ever working, bowling, golfing, and even
swimming now that the crowds of the winter have departed. She sees Chubby Oelkers nearly every day at his hat stores,
and we are glad to know that he is still a
head business man.
A day or so before Harrison Cobb wrote
(May ISth) there was quite a snowfall
round about him—it seems impossible!
Having leases on six gold mines would seem
to keep any ordinary man busy, but he
has that many going and is considering
taking on several more. There still must
be gold "in them thar hills", and more
power to you, Harrison.
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On May Sth Herrick McConnell became the proud papa of a nice little baby
girl, Marguerite Annetta. Congratulations !
Congrats also on the promotion to Junior
Field Civil Service Examiner. If your
travels bring you to Florida don't forget to
look in upon us here at Rollins.
In January Clementine Hall wrote a
lengthy letter to Mazzie, and we hope she
won't mind our using a few gleams from
the most interesting pages. First of all she
said how much she enjoyed seeing at the
Rollins affairs old friends and meeting
new ones, and the following lines seem
most significant: "I don't know whether
it is old age creeping on us that makes us
sentimental or whether as we 'grow up'
we come to see something besides the faults
that appeared so glaringly evident in
school, but our tolerance of all of us, individually and collectively is nothing short
of remarkable." Clementine is having
varied experiences in New York, both as to
work and play, being in the advertising
game just at present. Wish we could have
heard her broadcast over WCNW or gone
with her to the formal presentation party
given by the movie critics of New York
papers to announce the best pictures and
performances for 1938.
We know that Rusty Moody is still able
to be about as he was seen at the Shaw's
party sometime ago; nothing was said about
a wife, however, so it is presumed he is
one of the few bachelors of the Class.
Another silent member of the Class is
Ozzie Harris, but we are not so utterly
discouraged about his not writing when
we learn that he and Mary have not replied to two letters written them by Peanuts. Perhaps the extremely attractive
daughter with a fetching nose occupies all
their spare time!
Another recent proud papa is Bob Boney
whose son was born on April 5th at Lake
Placid. We understand he has already
learned to box and wrestle, and will soon
be pitching ball.
Our very best wishes to Harriet Pipkorn, who was married on May 13th to
Mr. Frost Roehsler, and who is now at
home on Woodbine Road, Roslyn, L. I.,
N. Y.
Orlando put on a celebration to rival
any in New York when Buddy Ebsen came
to town accompanied by his wife and three
year old Libby Anne. In the short time
of his visit Buddy appeared in a benefit
for Goodfellows, Inc., and spent an afternoon on the campus with Professor Wattles, our Alumni Secretary, etc. He returned to New York for a summer play
on Broadway, and will go to Hollywood
in the fall for another film production.
We're proud of you, Buddy!
Martha Schenck Persons and Janet Cadman Sharp came to the campus recently
with their son and daughter, respectively.
The two latter are certainly live wires and
acquainted themselves with all they could
reach, not giving their mothers much opportunity to visit.
Inspecting food for the government keeps
Cloyd Russell chasing around the country,
while we understand that young Edgar
keeps Ruth chasing after him!
Having operations does not stop Boots
Weston Tuttle from writing poetry or getting prizes. Her poem entitled "Tamed",
won third prize in the annual Ponce de
Leon poetry contest sponsored by the Poetry Society of Florida.
Jacksonville was honored with
the
presence of Bob Daly for several months,
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but she did come on down to Orlando and
Winter Park for a brief stay, returning to
Wisconsin via Washington for a call on Lottie Turner Cook.
Helen Morrow Briley is the house chairman for the Palmetto Club in Daytona
Beach where she is quite interested in all
civic activities. She is one of the two
youngest members on the Board of the
Club.
The County court house in Orlando
boasts of the services of Robert Barr in
the office of the county clerk.
Gerry Miller and his wife attended the
meeting of the American Medical Association in St. Louis, from where they went
to the Fair in New York.
The Pickards seem to keep busy most
of the time—Marj helping Dickson-Ives
during rush times and Row marketing
fruit.
On June 6th Ethel Hahn and H. Harrison Comfort were married in White Temple Methodist Church of Miami, in a simple, but lovely, ceremony. Their wedding
trip is to various sections of New York and
the mountains of North Carolina, after
which they will be at home in Miami
where Mr. Comfort is in business.
We want you to be seriously thinking
about our tenth annual reunion next February and for as many to come as possible. Please send any and all ideas you
have as to how we should celebrate this
first decade of being alumni. Perhaps we
can print a little history of each one's progress and we should have a snapshot of
every member with his or her family.
If you have figured out the percentage
of replies to the class letter, you will have
to do it again, for a note has just come
from Sarah Huey, who is ambitious enough
to attend summer school at the University
of North Carolina. Is it for a degree,
Sarah?
Class of 1931
Ninth Reunion in 1940. Secretary: Jewel
Lewter, Box 425, Orlando, Fla.
Dorothy Allen Greene, with her husband
and two small children, Ralph Allen, who
celebrated his fifth birthday on the Rollins
campus, and David Lee, 8 months, visited
Dot's family in Fort Myers during March.
On their way back to Netherland, Colo.,
they spent a few days in Winter Park
with Clara Adolfs. Dot had a great time
becoming reacquainted with the campus.
Jane Folsom Berry attended some of
the sessions of the Southern Society of
Sociology and Philosophy convention held
at Duke University on April 7 and 8.
Jane saw Dr. Wendell Stone, of Rollins,
and was brought up-to-date on campus
happenings. Jane's husband, Kenneth, is
a teaching fellow at the University of
Virginia, working for his Ph.D. degree.
Morris Book has most comfortable and
inviting offices in the Exchange Building
in Orlando and invites any alumni who are
in Orlando or passing through to come up.
Morris is pastor of the Central Christian
Church.
Frank Doggett is principal of the Fletcher High School in Jacksonville Beach.
Mattie Thomas writes from out in Wilson, Kansas, "I came out for the advent
of Thomas Latshaw Kyner and have had
so much fun I've just stayed on to help
bring up my nephew. I'll bet I can tie
any mother in talking about him. However, I expect I'll have to tear myself
away this summer. Expect to visit in N.
Y. and then on to Maine for the summer."
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Anne Eldridge is still with the Evanston
Township Relief Administration and is
working toward her M.A. at Northwestern.
During the winter she took a week's vacation and went to Pakagon State Park in
Indiana and reports a grand time for so
short a trip.
Georgianna Hill Stone and her husband,
Forest, are announcing the birth of a
daughter "Dixie", Jr., on April 8. Dixie and
her family live in Maitland.
Abe Meer is chief chemist of the Laboratory of the Chester C. Fosgate Company
at Forest City, Fla. Abe was responsible
for getting the Laboratory organized and
equipped.
Penelope Patterson Allen writes that
there is "no news" up her way. However,
she says there is a possibility that she and
her husband may go out to San Francisco
to do the Fair. She also says "The most
interesting part of the Record is the Class
Notes section, and Literary Rollins review. I wish more of the Class of '31
would tell us about themselves."
Bob Levitt writes that he took unto
himself a bride on the 15th of May. Mrs.
Levitt was before her marriage Lucine
Larrimer. She is an actress in New York
and she and Bob were married in Richmond, Va. Congratulations, Bob!
Class of 1932
Eleventh Reunion in 1943. Secretary:
Lucile Tolson Moore (Mrs. William), 612
Braddock, Daytona Beach, Fla.
At the annual meeting of the Florida
Section of the Spanish Institute, Al Valdes
was elected a member of the Board. Al
has been very active in the work of the
Institute, teaches Spanish in the Winter
Garden High School where he carries high
the Rollins flag upon all occasions, and
on the side he is managing a flourishing
printing business.
Vivian Douglass Griffin and her husband, spent a short time with her parents
in Eustis, Florida, during May.
Ruth Todd Wiekhorst and her husband
drove East from California in April, coming home the southern route and stopping
in Abbeville and New Orleans.
Dr. Russell Carson attended the convention of the American Medical Association in St. Louis.
The announcement of the engagement of
Viola Wilson to Elliott Bryan was made
by her parents on March 26. The wedding will be an early June affair at her
home.
Velma Ebsen Dolan (Mrs. Robert Emmett), and her husband are announcing
the birth on April 24 of a son, Robert Emmett Dolan, Jr.
Henry Brokmeyer's short story, "Uriah"
won first place in the Allied Arts Short
Story contest. All contests in this year's
contest were opened to the entire State.
Manly Duckworth gave a full program
for the Orlando Wednesday Music Club
in Orlando on April 26.
Ted Turner represented Rollins at the
inauguration of John Owen Gross as the
new president of Simpson College late in
April. Ted writes that he enjoyed very
much the radio edition of the "Animated
Magazine" in February. Ted is out in
Corning, Iowa.
Kismet Sirri spent several days in Winter Park in March as the guest of Mrs.
Asa K. Jennings. Ismet (as we knew her
as an exchange student from Turkey) has
lectured extensively throughout the United States on her native country and will
represent Turkey at the World's Fair in
New York this summer.
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John Sinclair announced the birth of son
Peter Hubbard about the thirtieth of April.
Miles Dawson is working with Maurice
Dreicer ('34) on his radio program over
WCNW.
Kenneth Curry represented Rollins at the
inauguration of Conway Boatman as President of Union College on March 24. Ken
is teaching in the Department of English
at the University of Tennessee.
Class of 1933
Tenth Reunion in 1943. Secretary: Thelrau Van Buskirk Douglass (Mrs. Henry),
Box 5323, Seabreeze Station, Daytona
Beach, Fla.
Steve Moffat Mathewson and small son
have been spending the winter in Daytona Beach. Steve came over for Alumni
Day of Founders' Week and we couldn't
see that she had changed a bit. She expects to be in Boston for most of the summer.
Weedie Wilson is just winning all kinds
of laurels with her Lee High School (Jacksonville, Fla) Glee Club. She took the
youngsters down to Tampa to compete in
the National School of Music Association
contest and came out with first place. This
made the Club eligible to compete in the
National Regional Contest held in Charlotte, N. C, early in May. And again they
came away with first honors. Congratulations, Weedie!
Sooner or later we do get the news.
Word has come that on May 22, 1937,
Jean Jackson was married to Chilton
Jerome Gano, a graduate of the University
of Cincinnati and a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha. Jean writes "our family consists
of one West Highland terrier and one Scottish terrier." She adds that she and her
husband hope to visit Florida soon. They
are living at 500 N. Fountain Ave., Springfield, Ohio.
Connie Wetherell is still teaching at the
Walnut Hill School in Natick. She says
she keeps quite well posted on Rollins activities through her younger brother, Pres,
who is a student at Rollins and who is
quite enthusiastic about it.
Holly Edwards writes that she had a little Rollins Reunion in New Orleans not so
long ago. Ruth Todd Wiekhorst and her
husband stopped in Abbeville on their way
east from California. They went into
New Orleans together and had dinner with
Katherine Devereux Danna, her husband
and a friend of hers who had just returned
from a Carribean cruise where he had met
"another Rollins girl" (wonder if it might
have been Doty Lang?). Holly says of
dinner "with all Rollins girls and a good
old Tomokan out, the boys hardly got a
word in."
Donald Fisher was recently made vicepresident and sales manager of the Genet
Equipment Company of Jacksonville, dis
tributors for Kelvinator home and commercial refrigeration, Kelvinator appliances
and air conditioning. The offices are located at 470 Riverside Avenue in Jacksonville.
Grace Dawson Holsapple is a hostess in
Alice Foote MacDougall's restaurant in
Mid-town, N. Y.
Jesus Navascues has accepted a call to
the faculty of Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa., for next year as Instructor in Romance Languages.
(Ed. Note). Thelma is corresponding
secretary of the Palmetto Club of Daytona
Beach. She is also active in the work of
the Y. W. C. A. in Daytona Beach, having
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a group of girls which she sponsors. On
May 12 they had their Mothers-Daughters
banquet with Thelma as toastmistress and
also in charge of the program.
Class of 1934
Ninth Reunion in 1943.
Secretaries:
Janet Gibney Morse, West Woodstock,
Conn.; Burleigh Drummond, Westinghouse
Electrical Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Ralston Pickering announced his engagement last February to Miss Marion Paine,
of Randolphe, Mass., a graduate of Catherine Gibbs. They plan to be married in
September and Ralston writes that "if all
goes well we should start building our
Cape Cod house in May." They will live
in Hamilton, Mass. Our best congratulations. Pick liked Betty Myer's Alumni
Fund letter so much that in spite of the
new house he sent a check. He said he
thought he really should have waited for
the next letter though, 'cause he was awfully anxious to see it!
Maury Dreicer is a very, very busy person these days. He is deep in radio work
and if you don't believe it listen to this.
Maury produces and acts as moderator on
the following programs: the American
Forum over Station WMCA and the Intercity Network; the What Do You Think
program over WMCA and the Intercity
Network, and over the same network the
Intercollegiate Debate Forum. Over Station WHN he produces and acts as moderator on the weekly program the People's
Forum and comments on the news. The
Entertainment Forum over WNEW is directed by Maury. He is Director of Educational Activities for Station WCNW and
lectures three times a week on speech and
comments daily on the news over WCNW.
Now don't you agree that he is very, very
busy? But not too busy to lend a helping
hand to Alma Mater! And he writes that
he enjoys his radio work immensely, but
was sorry that it kept him from joining
his classmates at the Reunion during
Founders' Week.
Frank Dent writes that he and his wife
will go to England this summer and they
plan to remain in England and Europe for
the next few years. Frank didn't say what
the attraction in Europe just now was, but
we hope they won't regret getting over
there at this particular time.
FLASH
It's a boy at the Thomas Johnson's.
Thomas Phillips Johnson, II, born June 6,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dotty Yust got down to Rollins in time
for the commencement activities and the
wedding of her sister, Augusta. She spent
about two weeks and then drove back
north with her family. Dotty is in Providence, R. I.
Jack Gardner called on the campus on
May 24. Jack and Carol (Hemenway) are
still living in Lake Wales.
Victoria Bedford writes that she is literally up to her elbows in Finger Paint.
She has been assisting Miss Shaw, the inventor of the paint, and working for Binney & Smith Co., who manufacture it. Vic
goes around the country showing teachers
and students how to use the finger paint,
and says she manages to see a good many
Rollins friends on her tours. She hopes
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some day to get back down to Rollins
for a visit.
Mary Foley Smathers (Mrs. W. H., wife
of Senator Smathers, of N. J.) represented
Rollins at the Sesquicentennial Celebration
of Georgetown University during its commencement week. Mary and her husband
are staying at the Mayflower Hotel during
this session of Congress.
Olive Dickson is planning to attend the
Summer Session at Columbia University
during the vacation period.
We don't
know just what she plans to take at Columbia, but we have a feeling it will be mostly
courses in the World's Fair.
Robert Robertson and Mrs. Robertson
drove to Beverly Hills, Calif., early in May,
where they were called because of the serious illness of her father. Her sister, Ann,
a student at Rollins, accompanied them.
Jeannette Houghton Fanus was in charge
of a May Day festival over at Daytona
Beach which had between two hundred and
three hundred children from the schools
of Ormond, Daytona Beach and Port
Orange. Jeannette is, as most of you may
know, in charge of Public School Music for
the Daytona Beach Schools.
Becky Coleman Holt was elected president of the Benefit Shop in Winter Park
for the coming year.
Dorothy Emerson Doggett is finishing her
sixth year as poetry editor of Scholarstic
and is writing a great deal of poetry herself.
Class of 1935
Fifth Reunion in 1940.
Secretary:
Blanche G. Fishback Galey (Mrs. John),
Virginia Manor, Ml. Lebanon, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Louise Large McCoy and Mr. McCoy
have announced the birth of a daughter,
Caroline, on March 31. Louise says she is
quite a girl, and they "are very proud parents." Congratulations!
Lewis Minster drove down to Winter
Park the middle of April with 4 Scouts
from his Roving Scout Troup in Newportville. He spent several days in Winter
Park, visited the campus and made a very
generous pledge to the Student Union
Building. (Won't some others follow his
splendid example?)
Lewis is intensely
interested in Scout work and has a troup
of 44 at his home in Newportville. His
many friends will regret to hear of his
Mother's death early in March.
Rose Mary Bumby and Dr. Edward J.
Barry, of Orlando, were married the morning of April IS in St. Margaret Mary's
Church, Winter Park. Rebecca served as
her sister's Maid of Honor. After a short
trip they will be at home in Orlando.
Olcott and Louise ('37) Deming spent
the spring vacation at Louise's home in
Jacksonville, Fla., and drove down to
Rollins for the crew race with Asheville
Boys' School. One of Louise's brothers
rowed with the Asheville crew.
Virginia McCall Shaw's brother, John,
was graduated from the P. K. Yonge Laboratory School of the University of Florida
in May. Virginia and Dr. Shaw have purchased a home in Winter Park and we hope
will spend more time here from now on.
Ted Ehrlick, who served last year as
Bandmaster at Bartow and who made an
excellent record there, has just been rewarded for his work by being appointed
Bandmaster and teacher of instrumental
music at Florida Southern College, Lakeland. Ted was on the campus for the commencement activities.
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Jane LeRoy Beekman came down
Cranberry and spent several weeks
her mother and friends in Geneva.
attended the Animated Magazine and
ed the campus several times.

from
with
Jane
visit-

Barbard Dee Parsons, who is Dance
Director at Mary Lyon School and at
Wildcliff Junior College, Swarthmore, Pa.,
accompanied a group of students to Bermuda for five weeks this spring. While
there Barbara directed a musical revue,
"A la Carte" at the Bermuda Opera House
under the patronage of His Excellency Lord
Reginald Hildyard and Lady Hildyard.
Class of 1936
Fifth Reunion in 1941. Secretary: Helen
Jackson, 226 Park Ave., Swarthmore, Pa.
Barbara Connor was married on May
6 to Mr. Michael John Yokel, of Wilson,
Wyo. Babs was married at the home of
her uncle, Mr. Horace Talcott, in New
York City.
Paul Ney writes: "have changed jobs
back to contracting again—in fact built
myself a very slick Cape Cod job. Am now
the proud owner of a fine wife and a beagle
pup." The Paul Neys are living on Jinny
Hill Road, Cheshire, Conn.
Martha Mae Newby has accepted the
position of director of girls work at Neighborhood House out in Salt Lake City,
Utah. She will start work on the first
of August.
Eavline McNeil and William H. Garvey
were married on December 29, 1936, in
the same church in which her mother and
father were married and Evaline wore her
mother's wedding dress. We are a little
late in getting the news to you all, but we
are sure you will be just as interested.
They took a very pleasant trip to the West
Indies and are settled in an apartment at
1130 E. 50th St., Chicago. Congratulations and much happiness!
Word has just come of the birth on May
11 of Deborah Hay ward Woolston. The
proud papa and mamma are James H. and
Lucy (Greene) of Hartford, Conn.
Joan Igou Chapin has recently turned
down a nice contract, in fact two, with the
movies in favor of her "first love" modeling and designing. Joan appears in the
leading role of "Titans of the Deep" which
has just recently been released and which
she says she did as "a vacation lark." In
making this picture she made two trips to
South America, one of 4 weeks and one of
6. But now she is back in her own home
in Davenport, Iowa, where she is in charge
of the Fashion Shop in a large store, managing, modeling and still designing very
smart outfits. Joan was married at her
home in Kissimmee on August 18, 1937, to
Slocum Chapin, Dartmouth graduate.
Tom Powell didn't write us, but by way
of the Rollins family we know that congratulations are in order. Tom received his
Doctor's degree in Chemistry from the University of California in Berkeley this
Spring. Tom has made a splendid record
at the University and has a fine position all
ready for him with the Standard Oil
Company. Congratulations and all success
in your new work, Tom!
Gulielma Daves now has a theatre of her
own! Exciting isn't it? "The Theatre of
the Dunes", Beverly Shores, Ind. "L. Newell Tarrant, Director, Guilielma Daves, Designer," is the way the new letterheads read.
The very best of luck, Gulielma!
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Martha Marsh brought three of her students down to Rollins for the Music Festival March 24 and 25. Martha was in
charge of the first of a series of music
festivals to be held at the Foster Memorial
at White Springs. The Memorial is to be
built in memory of Stephen Foster on the
banks of the Suwannee River at White
Springs. There were 175 school children
who took part in the first concert. At the
annual meeting of the Florida Federation
of Music Clubs held in St. Petersburg late
in March, Martha was elected State Choral
Chairman. Her special duty during the
coming year will be to organize and arrange music festivals in connection with
the Stephen Memorial. Martha also attended the National Music Festival in Baltimore in May.
Arthur "Toy" and Dorothea (Breck)
Dear, II, spent a short vacation in Florida
and on April 12 stopped by to pay a pop-in
visit to Dr. Holt and to exhibit "Toy" the
third. Papa Toy is still doing newspaper
work in Ridgewood, N. J., and Mama is
busy keping up with the small son and
heir.
Nancy Gantt visited Barbara Connor in
New Smyrna during a short spring vacation. She found time to run over to Rollins on March 23 for the Rollins-Asheville
Boys School crew race and stayed over for
a day or two renewing college friendships.
Edward Bonelli was named as the Rollins Steward at the meeting of the "Dad"
Vail Rowing Association held the evening
before the race at Red Bank, N. J., on May
20. Later he was elected Vice-Chairman
of the Association.
Invitations have been issued for the marriage on June 24 of Florence Kellv and John
B. Schatz, '37, at the Church of the Good
Shepherd, Lexington, Kentucky. The engagement was announced at a buffet
supper given by Florence's parents. Immediately following the ceremony there will
be a reception at the home. Florence is
being married in the traditional white and
orange blossoms. Her veil is of Chantilly
lace and has been worn by eight brides
before her in her family. They are going to
Canada and New York on their honeymoon and will be at home to their friends
after the 15th of July at 1003 Cereal Ave.;
Hamilton, 0. Jack is associated with the
Champion Coated Paper and Fibre .Company.
Congratulations and all good
wishes!
Class of 1937
Secretary: Grace Terry, Rollins College.
Fifth Reunion in 1942.
Dan Cupid seems to have been particularly active in our midst—For instance—
Katherine Jones surprised us all by dashing up to Valdosta, Ga., and on March 20
becoming the bride of Walter G. Autry,
formerly of Orlando. Kay and her husband spent a few days in Orlando and are
now making their home in Valdosta where
Mr. Autrey is an official in the naval stores
business . . . Richard Alter and Miss Stephanie Harrison of Rhinebeck, N. Y., were
married in the Little Church Around the
Corner on April 1. They will be "honeymooning" in Winter Park during the summer for a few weeks and then "at home"
at 452 Riverside Drive, New York City .
Invitations were received for the wedding
on April 15 of Edwin C. Jameson, Jr., and
Helen Vaughn Kiendl in the Church of the
Heavenly Rest, New York City. A recep-
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tion followed in the Ball Room of the
Colony Club ... We understand that Dorolhylu Goeller was married on the 4th of
March, but she won't send us the details
. . . Henry S. ("Hank") Lauterbach and
Wilma Heath, '39, were married the afternoon of Commencement Day in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel with Dean Enyart and Dr. Holt officiating.
Ralph Gibbs is living in New York City
now and when you see or hear of Buxton
Key-Tainers, the thing to do is to think of
"Gibby" for he's selling them. Rumor
has it that he was seen down at the Crew
race at Redbank, N. J.
Marcelle and Sally Hammond will be
working on "Seaside Topics", their father's
newspaper, at Watch Hill, R. I., again this
summer. On their own, they'll publish a
Directory of Watch Hill and four nearby
summer resorts.
John Davenport visited Winter Park for
a few days and his friends were delighted
not only to hear what he has been doing,
but also to have an opportunity to meet
his interesting wife. John is now studying
under Carl Milles at Cranbrook (Birmingham, Mich.), but did you know that he has
behind him a year's study in Rome as well
as two years in Paris? That he had a
"head" accepted in the Salon de Tuileries
in Paris which is considered the highest honor conferred by the Salon? He has been
awarded a "life fellowship" in the Beaux
Arts in Paris and was recently offered a
fellowship at the Colorado Springs Art
School.
Jane Willard is in the Big City working
for a play-broker. After reading and
analyzing plays, her job is to sell them. She
and Carol Valentine plan to have an apartment together this summer—roomies still!
Carol Valentine, by the way, has been in
business school this last year (time out in
November and December for some travel
in France, Switzerland and Italy) and for
the past two months has been working for
the League of Nations Association. When
you're at the World's Fair, look her up at
the League of National Pavilion.
Nelson Marshall commenced his Ph.D.
work at the University of Florida in February, and will have an assistantship in the
Department of Biology there next fall. This
summer he will be assistant in ornithology
and herpetology at Ohio State University
lab on Lake Erie.
Lillias Parker has been studying with Mr.
James Friskin in New York and playing for
the country dancing at the Rye Country
Day School. She anticipates a pleasant
summer in Summit, N. J.
Jane Pelton spent a weekend in Winter
Park not so long ago. She specialized in
journalism at Northwestern and has her degree, but she's making sure that a favorite
cousin comes to Rollins!
Jimmy Myers is in Kansas City working
for the Consumers Cooperative Association.
Bobby Trueblood Abbott (Mrs. H. P.
Abbott, III) writes that all of a sudden they
were transferred from Melrose, Mass., to
Baltimore, Md., but now the Abbott family is comfortably settled and claim to be
staunch citizens of Baltimore. Baby Abbie
campaigns for a lot of attention, but why
shouldn't she get it?
Violet Halfpenny hopes to say "howdy",
at least, to friends at Rollins early in June
after finishing this year's work at Tulane.
We're sure she has plenty of visiting to do
in Florida.
Phyllis Dorr has certainly let herself be
busy. She is the leader of a group of
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twelve-year-old Girl Scouts, a member of
her Church Choir, has attended Miss Farmer's Boston Cooking School, is just returning from a National Garden Club Federation meeting in Colorado Springs, will give
a talk at the State Convention in Portsmouth, N. H., of the Business and Professional Women's Clubs, and probably will
sail for Europe in July with a Music Education group from Columbia Teacher's College visiting England, Scotland, France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway and
Sweden.
Paul Alter is at the Naval Reserve Aviation Base at OkaLocka, Florida, and is getting along so well that we expect to hear
that he has "moved up" to Pensacola by
the middle of June.
The William F. Whalens (Ruth Myers)
"declared a dividend" on May 6. It's a
girl—Patricia Lee Whalen !
Chick and Jeanne (Crowley, '38) Prentice visited in Orlando and Winter Park
the latter part of March. Chick is in the
Placement Division of the Bryant & Stratton Business Institute in Buffalo.
Aroxie Hagopian has been a genial substitute house chaperone on several occasions this past term.
John Fluno spent his spring vacation at
his home in Winter Park. He is doing fine
work at Ohio State University in Columbus.
Jane Axline has mastered a secretarial
course and will soon be making her mark
in the business world. Jane spent several
weeks in Orlando and Winter Park recuperating from a rather severe illness early in
the winter.
Frances Hyer had a good part in a 1912
farce entitled "Stop Thief" late in April
and then went into the part of Curtis, a
comic servant in "The Taming of the
Shrew." Frances is with the Cleveland
Playhouse.
Robert Spurr, after receiving his M.A.
from Harvard last June, went out to the
Coast to begin work on his doctor's degree. He has had a most successful year
at the California Institute of Technology
on a teaching fellowship which has just recently been renewed for next year. He is,
of course, specializing in Chemistry.
This is your secretary's first attempt, so
all you '37-ers and x'37-ers "Join up" by
contributing news somewhat regularly.
Here are the facts: the Alumni Record "is
published in March, June, September and
December, so some time before the middle
of August break down and tell me "all"
(or if you prefer limit your news to printables). Then in the September issue there'll
be news galore.
It has been ever and ever so much "fun"
helping Prexy this year. This summer
(June 7-September 24) my address will be
Camp Edith Macy, Pleasantville, N. Y. By
the way, why doesn't someone work up a
Class Reunion in New York City, for in
addition to the many members living there
or nearby a good many others will be taking in the World's Fair. How 'bout it ?
A verv pleasant summer to you '
Class of 1938
Fifth Reunion in 1943. Secretary: Opal
Peters, 312 S. Beach St., Daytona Beach,
Fla.
Sandy Showalter—remember Sandy?—is
back home in Fairmont, West Virginia, after completing his year in the aeronautics
school in California . . . seems to have
several jobs in tow in California but prefers to anchor something in the East.
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Wedding of the month—Jeanne Gillette
to Thomas E. Lovejoy, Jr. (Yale '28) on
May 26 in St. John's Episcopal Church in
Larchmont, New York, at 4 o'clock, with a
reception at Jeanne's home following the
ceremony. "H." Brown was maid of honor—and secretary betimes—and DaTal
Hiteshew came clear from Parkersburg, W.
Va., to be a bridesmaid, tearing herself
away from her new life's work, in the
X-ray Department of the local Pittsburgh
hospital. Color combination for the wedding: Yale and Rollins, which according
to Jill, isn't difficult. After the middle of
June Mr. and Mrs. Lovejoy will be at
home at 2 Beekman Place, New York City,
a smooth apartment which we must come
and see when we're in town. Mr. Lovejoy is treasurer of the Manhattan Life Insurance Co. in New York.
And Johnny Lonsdale is obviously having the time of his life on tour as Arkansas'
Goodwill Ambassador (by appointment of
the Governor!). Outfitted with a special
ambassadorial car and with proper credentials, Johnny has been out boosting Arkansas, meeting celebrities, spreading the
good news of peach orchards and diamond
mines, shaking hands and chatting with
governors, dating Hollywood
starlets,
breaking in on national radio programs,
etc., etc. His tour ends in June, with a
call on no less than the President of these
United States. And with it all Johnny
found time to visit Rollins during the latter part of March and hopes to be present
in Woodstock, Conn., to help celebrate
Prexy's birthday. We ambassadors lead a
busy life!
Medical Notes: Bus Greaves, slaving in
med school at the University of Maryland,
writes drearily of exams and the hazards
thereof ... oh to be at Rollins now that
tests are here . . . And much notes from
Dud Felder, in the Yale school of medicine,
which he says is a fine school although
New Haven doesn't compare with Winter
Park when it comes to real living . . . writes
dreamily of ye olde Beanery foode after
the months of restaurant fare. Dud also
returned to Rollins for a visit during the
early part of April, saw the crews beat
Washington and Lee there and upon his return north he and Marita Stueve trekked
to Red Bank, New Jersey, to do more
crew-cheering for the alma mater. Dud: "I
should like to extend an invitation to every
one in our class to come and visit me at
the medical school when you are in or near
New Haven. Although they manage to
keep us quite busy here, I think I can
afford to give a classmate some of my time
now and again. Also I'd like to seek forgiveness from many of you to whom I
should have written letters and didn't. The
profession makes one sacrifice much on
the social side which I very much regret
but that is the way it works and I'm almost
entirely resigned to it." "P. S. to Mink
Whitlaw. What's your address? Have
two New York addresses, neither of which
worked."
Bill Page writes briskly from Ridgefield,
Connecticut, of a busy life there in his newly established studio (voice) . . . makes
occasional trips to New York for auditions, programs, private studying and general excitement . . . accompanied Mario
Chamlee, Metropolitan tenor, for a time,
and also did concert work about New
Hampshire and Connecticut.
Notes from our foreign friends: Emily
Showalter docks in New York the middle
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of June, thus terminating her year with
the Macjannet Schools in France. Writes
that it's been a wonderful year, but isn't
America grand? Jack Rich, who has been
in the same school, has decided to stay
through the summer. They've both had
marvelous spring vacations, Em in Italy
and Jack on a Mediterranean tour which
included a post card of himself in profile
in the shadow of the Acropolis.
Johnny Turner writes of "roughing it"
at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago.
He's a broker these days but claims business isn't so fleet on account of the Democrats . . . says he longs for a visit to Rollins but is stuck fast in Chicago for some
time to come.
Alfred McCreary is now assistant to the
head of the Fine Arts Department at the
University of Louisville.
Jack Carter has been back at Rollins
most of the year and placed second in the
music division of the Allied Arts contest
with his composition "Pierrot." The awards
were made at the last meeting of the Poetry
Society of Florida and the Allied Arts held
April 22 in Winter Park.
We have just recently heard of the cross
country dash of Bettye Ann Wyner from
Boston to San Francisco where she was met
by Mark ter Vehn, young Boston artist, and
they went immediately to Reno where they
were married on March 17. They are in
San Francisco where Bettye's husband is in
charge of art designs for the California
exposition's educational exhibit.
And more romance—Edna Garibaldi and
Soc Soldati were married in York, S. C,
on December 29, 1938, according to announcements recently received. They are
in Soc's home town of Somersworth, N. H.
Ruth Price visited in St. Petersburg and
Palm Beach during March and was on the
campus and attended the Chi Omega house
party at the Pelican.
Horace DAmbrogio was also a visitor to
the campus during the Winter Term.
Ruth Elizabeth Melcher got home from
her year's study in New York in time for
the Rollins Commencement. She will be
at home until about the first of July when
she will "report" to camp in Sunapee, New
Hampshire, where she will be one of the
counselors and teach music for
eight
weeks.
Bill Twitchell went down to Pasadena a
short time ago and reports having had a
grand reunion with Jerry Collinson and
Seymore Ballard. Bill expects to return to
the University of California in Berkeley next
year.
Fentress Gardner was on the campus for
a short visit on May 24.
Your secretary dashed over to the campus to attend the annual Alumni-Senior
dinner on May 12, but had to rush right
back so didn't see many or much of the
campus, but did enjoy the dinner. A happy
summer to you all and don't forget to let
me know what you do so we may have lots
of news in the September issue.
Class of 1939
Fifth Reunion in 1944. Secretary: Frances Daniels, 601 Dartmouth St., Orlando,
Fla.
Dan Cupid took his usual toll among the
graduating class this year. Wilma Heath
and Hank Lauterbach, '35, were married
in the Frances Chapel at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon on Graduation day. Hank's brother acted as best man for him while Wilma's sister was maid of honor. Dean En-
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yart and President Holt officiated. A reception was held immediately following
the ceremony at Dean and Miss Enyart's
home. ... At five o'clock the same afternoon Warren Hume and August Yust were
married in a quiet ceremony at the Presbyterian Church in Orlando . . . June 10
saw Oliver Daugherty and June Mutispaugh, '41, take the middle aisle in the
Frances Chapel with Dean Enyart and Dr.
Holt officiating. Nita Mutispaugh was the
matron of honor and Charles Daugherty
best man. A reception was held at Nita
and Harold's home following the ceremony.
... On June 16 Ruth Hill and George Carrison, '33, will be married at Ruth's home
in St. Petersburg.
Quite a few honors have already come
to members of the Class of '39. Robert
Lado has been awarded a scholarship to
the Summer session of Middlebury College. Robert will begin work on his master's degree in the Spanish School.
Henry Stryker has received the $1,000
Students International Council scholarship
which provides a course in economics at
the European peace center during the summer. He plans to sail during June for the
summer in Geneva and upon his return in
the Fall will enter Princeton University for
post graduate work.
Virginia Biddle has won two distinct
honors in French — she was awarded the
Jean d'Arc medal presented by the French
Society and given thru the French Consul
General in New Orleans for the best student of French. The second honor to come
to Virginia was her acceptance as an exchange student to the University of Grenoble in France. During the summer she
will study at Middlebury. Virginia hopes
to take a two months course at Sorbonne
before entering Grenoble on November 1.
Best of luck to you, Virginia.
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings (Hon.) was
recently awarded the Pulitzer prize of
$1,000 for the most distinguished novel
of the year, "The Yearling."
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, publisher of the
New York Times, was recently elected to
the board of trustees of the Rockefeller
Foundation.
Norton Lockhart was graduated from
the University of Tulsa on May 29. Norton is now with the Kingwood Oil Company of Effmgham, 111.
John T. Landreth of Evanston, 111., and
Carlotta Lagerio have recently announced
their engagement. No date has been set
for the wedding. John is in business with
his father in Chicago.
Geraldine McGregor Caldwell was recently elected Secretary-Treasurer of the
Tampa alumnae chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
Class of 1940
Broadus Erie is studying at the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia.
Eleanor Booth Ohman and her husband
have announced the birth of a son, Karin
Beckwith, on May 12. Eleanor and Mr.
Ohman are living at 14 Gansevoort St., New
York City.
Announcement has been made of the engagement of Sarah Smith to Edward Carl
Dieckerhoff, Harvard, '30. No date has
been set for the wedding. Sarah came
down to campus for the graduation of her
sister, Priscilla. Both Priscilla and Sarah
are members of Kappa Alpha Theta.
Ruth Bradley, who has been attending
Wellesley this winter, came down to see
brother, Don, graduate.
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The Perfect Rollins Gift

June 5

August 19

Annual Summer Rollins Reunion
Woodstock, Connecticut

Prexy's Birthday Party

September 26

